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ABSTRACT 
The Use of PASCAL as a Discrete Simulation Language 
by Ming-Jang Chang 
PASCAL Is now widely accepted as a powerful computer 
programming language that can be efficiently implemented. 
This thesis extends the range of applications of PASCAL 
to the field of simulation. The simulations considered 
are discrete event simulations, that is, simulations in 
which events occur at discrete, randomly spaced points 
in time. 
The advantages of PASCAL for writing discrete event 
simulation programs include programmer-definable data 
structures, readability and superior error diagnosis. 
Two algorithms programmed in PASCAL are presented to 
maintain the event list, one is based on a doubly linked 
list which is a commonly used method in contemporary 
simulation programs and the other employs a specially 
designed binary tree. An advantage of the latter al- 
gorithm over the former is that as the number of event 
notices increases, the latter will from some point on- 
ward require less time than the former to execute. A 
noteworthy aspect of the tree algorithm is the use of 
recursion and the concept of a virtual root. 
This thesis also introduces a promising method of 
rescheduling the event notices for significantly reducing 
the amount of memory space required. To illustrate the 
adaptability of these algorithms, three practical sim- 
ulation problems are discussed, modeled and programmed. 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
With the advent of digital computers, simulation, 
in particular, has become one of the most powerful tools 
of analysis available to those responsible for design 
and operation of complex processes or systems. For dis- 
crete systems, where the main interest is in events, 
changes of event (i.e. state) occur at times determined 
by random variates which can be estimated by performing 
Monte Carlo experiments on stochastic processes.  (Ref. 1) 
Discrete event simulation is performed by generating a 
sequence of events and determining with advancing time 
the next most imminent one.  In other words, each event 
must be presented as an occurrence scheduled by some 
time flow mechanism. 
The proper or preferred method of maintaining the 
time mechanism in a particular model is not easily de- 
termined, but a poor choice of a timekeeping mechanism 
can significantly increase the cost of computer run. 
Three main routines are always required for designing 
a timekeeping mechanism: 
(a) scheduling future events; 
(b) tracking the events; 
(c) updating the clock variable which represents 
time. 
These routines are associated with the event list (a 
data structure) to which are added the notices of events 
keyed to future times. 
Scheduling an event notice creates a new record of 
event time and event type. The new notice is then in- 
serted into the event list. To maintain the proper 
time ordering, tracking the point to be inserted into or 
removed from the event list requires an event list algo- 
rithm.  Since a prime portion of a computer run time is 
consumed by event list scanning, two important criteria 
must be considered, particularly when dealing with large 
and complex simulation models which generate many event 
notices. The first criterion is the speed of operation. 
The second criterion is the reduction of the number of 
scans. 
Unger (Ref. 11) considers list processing and pro- 
grammer-definable data structures to be the prime language 
features for simulation programs. He suggests that 
PASCAL, which facilitates the above structures, could be 
an efficient language for implementing simulation programs. 
To expand on his point of view, one aim of this 
paper is to note some languages which are designed to con- 
struct and maintain the event list. Three examples, imple- 
mented in PASCAL, are also presented to demonstrate the 
capabilities of PASCAL. These discussions would be 
found in section 4. 
The early algorithms for the maintenance of event 
list were related to sorting routines (Ref. 5). More 
recently a wide variety of event scanning algorithms have 
been introduced for maintaining the event list (Refs. 2, 
12, 13). 
Since the time and memory space required by an event 
list algorithm account for a major part of running a 
discrete event simulation program, another aim of this 
paper is to examine algorithms which are designed to 
accelerate the event list management and to efficiently 
use and reduce memory allocations. Those programming 
techniques are given in section 3. 
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2.  PASCAL FOR WRITING DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION PROGRAM 
2.1 Nature of Simulation Languages 
A discrete event simulation model may be implemented 
by using a general-purpose programming language such as 
FORTRAN, ALGOL 60, COBOL or PASCAL, or by utilizing a 
preprogrammed modeling package like GASP IV (Ref. 8), 
GPSS (Ref. 3), and SOL (Ref. 6). Although the ability 
to write ones own procedures and the flexibility of I/O 
format are favorable in general purpose languages, the 
latter are often severely limited by their lack of modu- 
larity and facilities for debugging simulation terms 
(Ref. 10). On the other hand, the modeling packages 
have advantages in reducing the programming task and in 
providing conceptual guidance; but the complexity and 
diversity of both the structure and operating procedure 
of computer systems frequently restrict their applica- 
bility. 
As will be seen below, PASCAL used writing discrete 
simulation programs has significant potential despite the 
fact that the programmer must create for himself features 
frequently built into modeling packages. 
2.2 The Advantages of PASCAL 
The prime advantages of PASCAL for writing discrete 
event simulation programs are briefly as follow: 
(a) Convenient data structure and data types. 
(b) Easy readability. 
(c) Superior error diagnosis. 
A. Convenient Data Structure and Data Type 
PASCAL allows the programmer to define data types 
and data structures in a convenient and sophisticated 
way. When a discrete system is formulated, the progress 
of an individual item, as it goes through the system, 
must be clearly described. Therefore, a data type iden- 
tifying the parameters of an event is required. PASCAL 
permits the definition of various kinds of events by use 
of the scalar type. The scalar type is a basic data 
type in PASCAL, and the declaration of a scalar type is 
a discrete list of the values that are to be assumed by a 
variable of that type. For example: 
TYPE 
EVENTKINDS - (ARRIVAL, DEPARTURE, THRU) 
The declaration states that a variable may hove one of 
the three values Indicated, and no other values. The ex* 
Istence of this data type contributes to the power of 
PASCAL In two ways. First, a problem can be expressed 
more clearly and precisely, facilitating the reading and 
writing of programs and second, type declarations enrich 
the program and make more extensive error checking pos- 
sible. These properties will be elaborated below. 
A convenient data structure for defining event notices 
in PASCAL is the record structure.  For example, 
EVENTRECORD - RECORD 
FPTR, BPTR:  LINK; 
EVENTTYPE:  EVENTKINDS; 
TIME:  REAL; 
END (*RECORD*); 
is a typical declaration of an event notice with various 
fields. The first field contains pointer variables which 
can point to other event notices in the event list and 
this feature gives the programmer a flexible tool to im- 
plement the event list operation data structures (i.e. 
linked lists, trees, networks, and index maps). 
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B. Easy Readability 
The purpose of simulating a system is not only to 
solve the problem with a group of statistics, but to give 
insight into the whole system. Thus, the program Itself 
ought to be not simply a series of excutable instructions, 
but a well-organized self documenting report on the print- 
out. Therefore, the readability of the program becomes a 
very critical factor when selecting a simulation language. 
PASCAL allows the use of arbitrarily long indentifier 
and procedure names, a capability which improves program 
clarity for even the non-programming oriented user. 
C. Superior Error Diagnosis 
Errors which are detected during the compilation of 
the source program into machine-executable code are called 
compile-time errors. Properly used, PASCAL offers poten- 
tial for extensive compiler-time error detection. For 
example, we may create variables like this:  VAR EVENT1, 
EVENT2: EVENTRECORD; (see page 8) and attributes of 
EVENT1 can be referred to as EVENT1.FPT, EVENT1. EVENTTYPE, 
EVENT1. TIME., and so on. The variable EVENT1. EVENTTYPE 
can only take on the values belonging to a scalar type, 
for instance, EVENTKINDS, described on page 7, which 
contains ARRIVAL, DEPARTURE or THRU.  If, instead of 
using scalar type, one is required to use integer type 
which assigns, for example, the values 1, 2 and 3 to 
ARRIVAL, DEPARTURE, THRU respectively, the result is a 
loss of readability, as well as a restriction of the 
compiler's ability to detect errors. For instance, if 
the programmer erroneously assigns the integer 4 in place 
of EVENTl.EVENTTYPE, the error cannot be diagnosed by the 
compiler since 4 is a valid integer. Hence, a feature of 
an extended class of definable types serves to prevent the 
programmer from assigning improper values to different 
types of variables and to eliminate the debugging task 
caused by typing mistakes. Compile-time error checking 
r3 
is extremely important in large complex programs, and is 
thus a prime consideration in choosing a language for the 
writing of simulation programs. In considering the above, 
one finds that PASCAL provides a programming tool superior 
to many other languages. 
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3.  ALGORITHM AND DATA STRUCTURE FOR EVENT LIST 
3.1 Linear List 
The idea of a linear list structure has been widely 
used in many current simulation languages. 
This data structure is used to store events in a 
chronological order, so that the next event is immediately 
accessible. In this paper we call it "EVENT LIST" which 
is identical to EVENT FILE in GASP, EVENT SET in SIMSCRIPT, 
or FUTURE EVENT CHAIN in GPSS. Two kinds of data struc- 
tures involved in the event list are "static structure" 
and "dynamic structure." The difference between these 
two structures is the kind of storages: the former one 
uses sequential storage which keeps the event list fixed 
in size and the latter one uses linked storage which 
allows alteration of the size of the event list during 
the execution of the program. 
A. Sequential Static List 
Since FORTRAN does not provide pointer facility as 
in PASCAL, FORTRAN-oriented simulation languages use static 
data structures. As an example, the way GASP stores event 
notices is described as follows: consider an event list 
to be a 12-cell array and let the notices in the 'event 
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list carry only two items of data each of which occupies 
one cell. Four cells would be required to store each 
notice:  the first cell stores the predecessor pointer, 
the next two are for the data and the last cell stores the 
successor pointer.  In this example at most three notices 
could be stored in the event list. This is shown below: 
Address: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Event List: 0 xl tl 9 9 x5 t5 0 1 x9 t9 5 
Fig. 1.  Structure of Sequencial Lists 
For a given group, the pointer to its successor group 
is stored in the last cell of the group, and its first 
cell is used to store the pointer to the notice's prede- 
cessor. Zeros indicate that either no predecessor or no 
successor exists. Thus in the example above, if we name 
each group by its first cell address then group 1 has as 
its successor group 9 and group 9 has as its successor 
group 5. Similarly, the predecessor of group 9 is a 
group 1 and the predecessor of group 5 is group 9. XI, 
Ti here indicates notice data associated with group 1. 
Suppose we were to rank this special event list using key 
Tl according to a low-value-first priority, then we would 
have constructed a simple static data structure with se- 
quential order, TKT9<T5. 
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B. Doubly Linked Lists 
PASCAL allows the user to declare a type POINTER in 
order to construct a dynamic event list. 
TYPE   LINK - TOBJECT: 
Here, this type object is the record which stores 
both pointers and event data. If each notice of an 
event list has two links pointing to the notices on 
either side of it, then a more flexible method of handling 
lists is obtained at the expense of storage space for the 
links. Such a doubly linked list can be represented as 
in Fig. 2. 
BASE 
Fig. 2. Structure of the Doubly Linked Lists 
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Each node has two links which will be denoted by BPTR 
(Back pointer, pointing to the predecessor notices) and 
FPTR (Front pointer). The structure is completed by 
linking the first and last two components together, a 
dummy notice which serves as the beginning and end of the 
list. 
The dummy notice is designed for easier manipulation 
of the doubly linked list, because it functions as an 
initial reference notice. The initialization of the 
notice is achieved by having its links point to itself 
(Fig. 3). 
Base pi"!   m 
BPTR 
BASE 
DATA FPTR 
BASE 
Fig. 3. The Dummy Notice 
Discrete event simulation always requires two basic event 
list operations: the deletion of the first component (the 
current event notice) and the insertion of a notice to 
schedule an event for a given time. The method of obtain- 
ing the current event notice as well as the insertion of 
the next event can be implemented very simply by the 
PASCAL code shown below. 
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PROCEDURE DELETE (CURRENT:LINK); 
BEGIN 
(*THESE TWO STATEMENTS OBTAIN THE CURRENT EVENT*) 
CURRENTS.FPTRt.BPTR :- CURRENTt.BPTR; 
CURRENT f. BPTR t« F^TR :- CURRENTf.FPTR; 
(*THESE TWO STATEMENTS LOAD THE NEXT EVENT*) 
BASEt.FPTR :- CURRENTt.FPTR; 
CURRENT f. FPTR t.BPTR :- BASE; 
END (* DELETE *) J 
Because of the non-decreasing nature of time, notices 
inserted into the event list must have an event time value 
greater than or equal to that of the current notice and are 
therefore inserted in before the required location which 
has been found previously. 
The following PASCAL fragment illustrates this opera- 
tion. 
PROCEDURE INSERT ( DELAYTIME:REAL; OTHERDATA:DATATYPES); 
VAR    GUIDE:LINK; 
BEGIN 
NEW (NEWEV); 
WITH NEWEVt DO 
BEGIN 
TIME :- TIME + DELAYTIME; 
EVDATA :- OTHERDATA; 
END; 
GUIDE :- BASE; 
REPEAT 
GUIDE :- GUIDE t.BPTER; 
UNTIL 
NEWEVt.TIME > EVf.TIME; 
NEWEVt.FPTR  :- GUIDEt.FPTR; 
NEWEV t.BPTR  :- GUIDE; 
GUIDEt.FPTR t.BPTR  :- NEWEV; 
GUIDEt.FPTR  :- NEWEV; 
END (* INSERT *)  J 
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At this point, some general remarks about the advan- 
tages and the disadvantages of using the doubly linked 
list as compared to the sequential static structure can 
be made as follows: 
(a) Amount of Memory Allocation 
In a doubly linked list, new memory allocations 
are created to store the notices only if it is required 
by the program during execution time. Thus, memory space 
is used in a very efficient way without the waste associ- 
ated with excess core allocations. On the other hand, 
as we saw in Fig. 1 (see page 12), the algorithm using 
sequential storage can become very complicated when high 
density loading occurs. Thus, in sequential storage we 
may have to leave many extra empty memory spaces in order 
to maintain a reasonable level of efficiency. Otherwise, 
a pivot run technique has to be used to decide what the 
optimal number of memory cells. 
(b) Insertion and Deletion 
These operations are much easier using linked 
lists where all we need to do is to alter the appropriate 
linkage. With a sequential data structure, insertion is 
particularly difficult because it involves shifting a 
large number of notices. 
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(c) Flexible Data Structure 
Pointers can be used in the representation of 
structures like the linked list indicated above. However, 
their use is not restricted to linked lists alone, but can 
be used to represent data structures like trees, graphs, 
networks and so on. These data structures provide the 
user with a wide range of alternatives to construct, in 
a sophisticated and efficient manner, the event list in 
discrete event simulation. 
The doubly linked list has all the above advantages, 
but it also has its disadvantages described as follows: 
(a) Extra Memory Allocation for Pointers 
The convenience of using the pointers is offset 
to a certain extent by the cost of the extra memory allo- 
cations needed to store them. But this extra amount 
represents only a portion of the memory spaces that can 
be saved by using a dynamic allocation. 
(b) Reusing of Discarded Memory Space 
What the PASCAL procedure NEW does simply to find 
an unused area of memory of the appropriate size and sets 
the pointer accordingly. But there is no way to know the 
locations of these memory spaces. A large simulation 
model that requires frequent use of the procedure NEW 
to generate many event notices may run out of spaces 
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unless the programmer keeps track of the address of the 
current notice. When the current notice is discarded and 
removed from the event list, the programmer can then re- 
schedule the new event notice in that explicit allocation. 
In section 3.3, a simple but powerful method (Free List) 
will be introduced to solve this problem that exists in 
most discrete event simulation programs, 
(c)  Scanning Time 
With the linear list algorithm, the time consumed 
in scanning the event list is usually highly dependent on 
N, the number of event notices in the event list. This 
dependence has an adverse effect on complex simulation 
programs where the computer time required for the event 
notice scanning varies directly with the square of N. 
A very efficient Binary Tree structure for reducing the 
average number of scan tests per event will be discussed 
in the following section. 
3.2 Binary Tree Structure and Algorithm 
The efficiency of the physical data structure will 
be measured in terms of the number of comparisons during 
the execution of the associated procedures of Insertion 
and Deletion. 
The concept behind the Binary Tree scan is the same 
as that of binary searches in tables. Theoretically, 
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each test eliminates half the remaining elements from 
the search and the time to find the insertion point is 
proportional to Log-N. As N increases, the Binary Tree 
algorithm is greatly superior to the linear list algorithm 
where each comparison only eliminates a single element. 
Insertion Operation 
As mentioned before (p.8), we used a PASCAL record 
to describe an event notice, and here an event notice 
represents a node of a Binary Tree. Types of pointers 
are declared like this: 
TYPE 
LINK- t EVENTRECORD; 
EVENTRECORD - RECORD 
FPTR, BPTR: LINK; 
TIME     : REAL; 
OTHERDATA: DATATYPE; 
END; 
We now consider the program for inserting a component 
(event notice) into the Binary Tree (event list), pre- 
serving the time sequence. Procedure INSERT is programmed 
by a recursive algorithm and is given in Fig. 4 with 
explanations of the variables. 
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1. PROCEDURE INSERT ( P: LINK ); 
2. BEGIN 
3. WITH X t W) 
4. IF TIME - Pt.TIME 
5. THEN 
6. BEGIN 
7. IF  (RPTR - NIL) 
8. THEN 
9. RPTR :- P 
10. ELSE 
11. INSERT (RPTR); 
12. END 
13. ELSE 
14. IF LPTR - NIL 
15. THEN 
16. LPTR: - P 
17. ELSE 
18. INSERT (LPTR); 
19 END (* INSERTION OPERATION WITH RECURSION *); 
Fig. 4 The Insertion Algorithm of Binary Tree 
The insert algorithm performs a binary scan through 
the tree to find the insertion point. First, it examines 
one node at a time, it then tests the new event time 
against the time of the current node.  If the new event 
time is greater, it then checks whether the following 
Right Son (RPTR) exists or not.  If not, it completes the 
task by assigning a new pointer (i.e. the address of the 
new notice) to RPTR; otherwise, the recursive procedure is 
called, and the first parameter ,N0DE, will be reset as 
: NODE :- NODE.RPTR. On the contrary, if the given time 
is smaller than or equal to the time of current node it 
examines the following Left Son (LPTR) to see if it exists 
If not, LPTR - NIL, and a new pointer is assigned to LPTR, 
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LPTR:- P; if LPTR exists, similarly, the recursive pro- 
cedure is again called with the parameter ,NODE, reset to 
NODE :- NODE .LPTR; 
Deletion Operation 
We now consider Procedure DELETE, which removes the 
next notice containing the smallest event time in the 
tree. The procedure's algorithm is given in Fig. 5, and 
its operation is shown in Fig. 6. 
This algorithm uses a binary scan to find the node 
to be deleted, i.e. where the smallest time value is 
located. However, from the way that the insertion algo- 
rithm operates we know that the deletion point is exactly 
located at the left most offspring of the tree. On account 
of this fact, if we use a virtual root which serves as 
the ultimate ancestor for the tree and is never deleted, 
then the operation of deleting the leftmost node is 
restricted to three situations: 
(a) The node to be deleted has no subtree. 
(b) The node to be deleted has a right subtree. 
(c) The node to be deleted is the actual root, the 
the left son of the virtual root. 
22 
Actural 
Root 
Virtual Root 
Case 3 
New Actural 
Root 
e Node to 
be 
Delet 
Case 2 
Case 4 
Fig. 5. The Deletion Process of the Binary Tree 
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1.  PROCEDURE DELETE ( VAR P: LINK ); 
2. 
3. VAR 
4. FATHER : LINK; 
5. BEGIN 
6. P:- ROOTt.LPTR; 
7. WHILE Pt.LPTR i NIL  DO 
8. BEGIN 
9. IF ( Pt.LPTR f.LPTR-NIL ) THEN 
10. FATHER  :-P; 
11. P:-Pf.LPTR; 
12. END; 
13. IF (Pt.RPTR-NIL) 
14. THEN 
15. FATHERt.LPTR  :-NIL 
16. ELSE 
17. FATHER t.LPTR  :-Pt.RPTR; 
18. END (* DELETION OPERATION *) 
Fig. 6. The Deletion Algorithm of Binary Tree 
The above deletion procedure works like this. 
Starting with the actual root (line 5), the deletion 
algorithm searches the left subtree until it hits the 
left most node (line 7). In lines 12 and 16, this given 
node is examined and is classified according to one of 
the three cases mentioned above. The final task of this 
algorithm is to delete it from the tree, the event list, 
by shifting one proper linkage (lines 21 and 22). FATHER, 
the global variable which acts as a temporary storage to 
keep on tracking the last node, is updated whenever P 
changes. 
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3.3 Free Llat 
A Free List is a simple linked list used to maintain 
processed event notices which can be rescheduled at some 
future time and reinserted into the event list. The 
GPSS advance block has features similar to this.  In 
PASCAL, a special record type used in setting up the free 
list is called the Union Type. A union is a record with 
variants which includes two parts, the first part is 
called fixed part, and the second part is called variant 
part. The syntax for the fixed part and the variant part 
are shown in Fig. 7. 
VARIANT-^tose^IdentifierHfjV^fType Idenfcyl *ffi  I 
FIXED 
PART- 
Const hWjV-HTV-H Field List}-—f)> 
<I> 
Field Identify 
■Q: 
FIELD    .  
LIST—r-H Fixed Part 
■Q> I -■{Type 
«(7) i ■! Variant Parth 
Fig. 7. Syntax for Variant and Fixed Parts 
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When a free list is added to the program each record 
is not only used to hold an event data but is also a 
component of the free list; therefore, the TYPE declared 
on page  can be modified. 
TYPE 
USAGE - ( FREELIST, EVENT DATA L, EVENT DATA 2,..) 
LINK - EVENTRECORD; 
EVENTRECORD - RECORD 
FPTR, BPTR : LINK; 
TIME : REAL; 
OTHERDATA : DATATYPE; 
END; 
CELL - REDORD 
CASEFLAG : USAGES OF 
FREELIST : (NEXT : LINK); 
EVENTDATA1 : (NOTICE : EVENTRECORD) 
EVENTDATA2 ;  
END; 
USAGE is a scalar type for indicating every possible 
outcome of a flag depending on the required number of 
event lists plus a free list.  In general, different 
variants of a record will require different amounts of 
memory. When the PASCAL procedure NEW is called to allo- 
cate space for a new record, it will allocate enough 
memory even for the largest variant. Hence, no extra 
memory is required to store NEXT, the single linkage 
linking the free list. We define two procedures called 
COLLECT and CREATE, each with a parameter of TYPE LINK. 
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PROCEDURE COLLECT (PT: LINK); 
BEGIN 
PTt.FLAG  :- FREELIST; 
PTT.NEXT  :- HEAD; 
HEAD :- PT; 
END (* COLLECT *); 
PROCEDURE CREATE (VAR PT: LINK); 
BEGIN 
IF HEAD - NIL 
THEN 
NEW (PT, EVDATA) 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
PT :- HEAD; 
HEAD :- HEADf.NEXT; 
END; 
END (* CREATE *); 
The initialization for the main program contains the 
statement: FREELIST :-NIL; which initializes the free 
list to empty. At first, a new record is obtained by 
the procedure NEW, because FREELIST - NIL. Whenever a 
record (event notice) is removed from event list during 
the simulation process, it will be placed on the free 
list by using the procedure COLLECT. The head, the global 
variable, is a pointer to the latest collected component, 
or to the soonest one to be reused, i.e. last in, first 
out order. 
With the implementation of free lists in discrete 
event simulation, we acquire some inherent strengths: 
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(a) Remarkable reduction in memory allocation re- 
quests. Since the more frequent the procedure NEW is 
called, the larger the amount of memory space that is 
needed. The most direct and efficient method to decrease 
the memory request is to reduce the frequency of the 
calling procedure NEW. This is precisely the objective 
of the procedure CREATE. The new allocation is created 
only if there is no other component in the free list. 
(b) Generality: most of the discrete event simu- 
lation programs demand one or more event lists, and when- 
ever the event list is required, the free list can be 
adopted. 
(c) Ease in programming. Since PASCAL allows users 
to define a record with a case statement (a variant part), 
the programming effort is greatly reduced by this conven- 
ient data type. 
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4.  EXAMPLES 
The previous sections introduced the concept of dis- 
crete event simulation, described the aspects of PASCAL 
and illustrated three kinds of useful algorithms for 
handling event lists. In this section, a fuller account 
of PASCAL will be given with the illustration of three 
concrete examples: the Simple Queueing System (Ref. 1), 
the Conveyor System (Ref. 9) and the Telephone System 
(Ref. 3). 
4.1 Example 1 - Single Channel Queue System 
A. Problem Statement 
There are times when more units arrive than can be 
served at one time, and some units must wait for service. 
Systems such as this, in which units that arrive when 
the service facility is engaged wait in line until they 
can be processed, are called Queueing System. Almost all 
discrete event simulation models have a queueing system 
incorporated in them. We begin with a rather elementary 
model, one involving a single channel and a single service 
facility.   In this single channel queue system, as Fig. 
10 below, shows the arrivals is a poisson distribution 
with a mean arrival rate of 20 units per hour. Arrivals 
are served according to a first-come, first-served basis 
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that can accommodate only one unit at a time. Service 
time is exponentially distributed with a mean of 3 units 
per hour. 
System 
Arrived with rate 
2.0 unlt/hr.  Waiting 
Line 
Served With 
e 3.0 
Unit/Hr. 
—'Rat 
Departure 
Fig. 8. Single Channel Queue Stystem 
B. Objective 
The purpose of this example is to simulate the simple 
queue service system which is to predict the: 
1. Utilization percentage of the service facility, 
2. Average time per unit spent in system. 
3. Expected number in queue and its probability 
density. 
C. Procedure Description 
Simulation is started from time 0 with the system 
empty and the service free.  Its patterns of performance 
are determined by simulating 1000 units. Two types of 
events involved in this problem are arrivals and depar- 
tures, and their occurrences change the state of the 
system. Fig. 9 is the flow diagram for the system. 
If when a unit arrives, the server is not busy, it 
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DISCONTINU 
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5& 
7 
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OTX 
ROC: 
ARRIVAL 
E\ EDUREA !9 
Fig. 9. Flow Chart of Queue System 
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Immediately begins servicing which is performed at an 
average rate of one-third hour per unit. Otherwise, the 
unit is placed in queue. After a unit is completely 
served, it leaves the system and frees the service facility 
for another unit.  If no unit is in queue, the service 
facility remains idle until the next unit arrives. As 
soon as the number of observations (i.e. number of arrived 
units) is equal to 1000 units, the simulation program 
stops, and the simulation result is then ready for print- 
ing. 
We will represent one of the events by a record. 
We can declare the following: 
TYPE 
KIND - (ARRIVAL, DEPARTURAL, EMPTY); 
EVENT - RECORD 
EVKIND :KIND; 
TIME : REAL; 
END; 
VAR EVENT 1, EVENT 2 : EVENT; 
According to Fig. 9, a provisional schema for the 
program may be as follows: 
BEGIN (* MAIN *) 
INITIAL; 
WHILE  UNIT <- MAXUNIT DO 
EVENTC0NTR0L (EVENT CODE); 
SIMULATION REPORT; 
END. 
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The initialization part consists of creating a random 
number generator and initializing variables. Since PASCAL 
provides user with an external function, RANDOM, which can 
generate a series of random numbers with a range from 
0 to 1, instead of writing our own random number gen- 
erator, we may employ RANDOM based on a polsson distribu- 
tion with mean 2 and 3 for arrival and departural respec- 
tively. 
FUNCTION RANDOM: REAL; 
EXTERN; 
FUNCTION RANDOMGEN(EVKING: KIND) : REAL; 
BEGIN 
CASE EVKIND OF 
ARRIVAL: 
RANDOMGEN :- - 0.5 * LN(RANDOM); 
DEPARTURAL: 
RANDOMGEN :- - 1.3 * LN(RANDOM); 
END 
END (*RAND0MGEN*); 
To initialize variables, we assign the value DEPARTUAL 
to EVEN 1, the value ARRIVAL to EVENT 2, and schedule 
the first arrival by calling function RANDOMGEN. The 
table is shown below: 
KIND           TIME 
EVENT 1 
EVENT 2 
ARRIVAL      1/3 * LN(RANDOM) 
DEPARTURAL         0 
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Procedure ARRIVAL begins by updating QSUM which is 
defined as a real array.  Its function is to hold the 
cumulative record of hours during which the queue has 
been of various length, and we assume that the length of 
queue will never exceed 30. Therefore, updating QSUM 
means that we must add the increment of time to that 
cumulative record of time during which the queue has had 
length QLENGTH. We can do this with the following state- 
ment: 
QSUM (QLENGTH) : - QSUM (QLENGTH) + (EVEN2t.TIME - TNOW) 
At this point, we determine whether our new arrival 
entered the service facility or the queue by an if state* 
ment. 
IF STATUS - FREE 
THEN 
BEGIN (* EMPTY SERVICE FACILITY *) 
STATUS :- BUSY; 
INCRECEMENT :- RANDOMGEN (DEPARTURAL); 
EVENT1.TIME :- TNOW + INCRECEMENT; 
UTLSUM :- UTLSUM + INCRECEMENT; 
END 
ELSE (CENTERS THE QUEUE*) 
QLENGTH :- QLENGTH + 1; 
Finally we schedule the next arrival by the state- 
ment: 
EVENT2.TIME :- RANDOMGEN (ARRIVAL) + TNOW; 
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In procedure DEPART, we make provisions for the 
event: "A unit departs from the service facility at a 
time when the queue is zero." 
IF QLENGHT - 0 
THEN 
BEGIN 
STATUS :- FREE; 
CODE :- EMPTY; 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
QLENGTH :- QLENGHT - 1; 
INCRECEMENT :- RANDOMGEN (DEPARTURAL); 
EVENT1.TIME :- TNOW + INCRECEMENT; 
UTLSUM :- UTLSUM + INCRECEMENT; 
END; 
In the PASCAL program above we set STATUS to FREE, 
since the service facility is now free, and we assign the 
value EMPTY to CODE to insure that the next event is not 
a departure. If the queue is not zero, the procedure 
reduce the queue by one, schedules the next departural 
and collects the time spent in the service facility. 
4.2 Example 2 - Conveyor System 
A. Problem Statement 
A conveyor system involves five servers stationed 
along a conveyor belt. The items to be processed by the 
servers arrive at the server at a constant rate of four 
per minute. Service time for each server is two minutes, 
and is exponentially distributed. No storage is provided 
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before each server; therefore, the server must be idle 
if he is to remove the item from the conveyor belt.  If 
the first server is idle, then the item is processed by 
that server. The delay time between servers is one minute. 
If an item encounters a situation in which all servers 
are busy, it will be recycled to the first server with a 
time delay of five minutes (Ref. 8). The pictorial trans- 
lation is shown in Fig. 10. 
B. Objective 
We wish to simulate the above system to determine 
statistics concerning: 
1. The time spent in the system per item. 
2. The percentage of time each server is busy 
and the total working times. 
3. The average number of busy server. 
C. Procedure Description 
In order to model the conveyor system, three types 
of event have been identified: 
1. An item arrived; either generated by system 
or flown from the previous server. 
2. An item processed by the server. 
3. An item flows to the next while the current 
server is busy. 
With these three states, a model of the conveyor system 
can be patterned after the flow chart, Fig 11. 
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4 Items/Mln 
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Service Time Generator: 
F(x) - -0.5 *LN (RANDOM) 
Exponential Distribution 
Fig. 10. Conveyor System 
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Fig. 11. Flow Chart of Conveyor System 
To start with, it is assumed that all five servers 
are idle. For each individual item, we may approach this 
conveyor system problem by asking three questions: 
1. To which type of event does it belong? 
2. Who will be the server? 
3. How much time will be spent in the system? 
then filling all these "answers" in a record presents an 
event notice. 
Unlike the single-channel queue, the events of the 
conveyor do not occur in sequence, but are scheduled at 
a future time. Therefore, an event list is required for 
holding occurred events. To make the scheduled events 
perform efficiently, those programming techniques, such 
as linear list algorithm, binary tree algorithm and free 
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list, may be applied. 
D.  Program 
1. Using Doubly Linked Structure for Event-List 
The following type declaration is defined to 
achieve a doubly linked list: 
TYPE 
PERSON - 0..STATION; 
KINDS - 
(THRU, ARRIVE, SERVICE); 
LINK - t EVENTRECORD; 
EVENTRECORD - RECORD 
FPTRE, BPTR : LINK; 
EVENT : KINDS; 
TIME, TBEGIN : REAL; 
SERVERNUM : PERSON; 
END; 
In the initialization step, it is essential to create 
the first event notice of event list.in accordance with 
the conventions of section 2(B); a dummy head of which 
the pointer points itself is also required. The follow- 
ing statements combine the initialization of the first 
arrival event and the dummy head in the same record: 
NEW(REAR); 
WITH REARf DO 
BEGIN 
FPTR :- REAR; 
BPTR :- REAR; 
EVENT :- ARRIVE; 
TIME :- 0.0; 
SERVERNUM :- 0; 
END; 
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Procedure ADDFILE is the crucial procedure in this pro- 
gram.  Its functions include calculating the service time, 
creating a new record for event list, constructing the 
event and inserting the event into the event list. Three 
parameters corresponding to the questions discussed in 
page  are required: the schedule time, the event type 
and the server's number. 
For example: When an item has been served by the 
server number 4 at clock time 4.55, procedure ADDFILE 
(4.55. Service, 4); is called to add these event records 
to the event file. The procedure first tests the event 
type to determine if it is the end of service; if yes, 
the service time for the associate server is collected, 
then new allocations are created and filled with data. 
After packing the new event, the procedure performs 
the insertion operation mentioned in Sec. 2.3 to linearly 
search the event list until the event immediately preced- 
ing the new event in time is found. This will always 
work because the dummy head has been assigned to time 
zero. 
Procedure ADDFILE is as follows: 
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PROCEDURE ADDFILE 
(TIMENEXT: REAL; EVRIND; KINDS; M: INTEGER); 
VAR 
NEWEVENT, GUIDE: LINK; 
BEGIN 
IF EVKIND - SERVICE THEN 
SERVICETIME /H7 :- TIMENEXT- TNOW; 
NEW (NEWEVENT); 
WITH NEWEVENTt DO 
BEGIN 
TIME :- TIMENEXT; 
EVENT :- EVKIND; 
TBEGIN :- TNOW; 
SERVERNUM :- M; 
END (* WITH *); 
GUIDE :- REAR; 
REPEAT 
GUIDE :- GUIDE f.BPTR; 
UNTIL NEWEVENTf.TIME - GUIDE t .TIME; 
NEWEVENT f.FPTR :- GUIDE t.FPTR; 
NEWEVENT t.BPTR :- GUIDE; 
GUIDE f.FPTR t.BPTR :- NEWEVENT; 
GUIDE f.FPTR :- NEWEVENT; 
END (* ADD A NEW EVENT TO FILE *); 
The main program is written in accordance to Fig. 11: 
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BEGIN (* MAIN PROGRAM *) 
INITIAL; 
REPEAT 
EVNOW :- REAR t.FPTR; 
WITH EVNOW t DO 
BEGIN 
CASE EVENT OF 
THRU: 
THROUGH; 
ARRIVE; 
ARRIVAL; 
SERVICE: 
WORKING; 
END (*CASE*); 
END (*WTTH*); 
REAR t .FPTR :- EVNOW f .FPTR; 
EVNOW ?. FPTR t.BPTR :- REAR; 
(* DELETED ONE RECORD *) 
UNTIL REAR f. FPTR t.TIME - MAXTIME; 
REPORT; 
END (*CONVEY*). 
2. Adding Free List 
While the facility of free list is added, three 
segments of the above program have to be altered. 
a. In variable type section, the revised type 
declaration appears as follows: 
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TYPE 
PERSON - 0..STATION; 
USAGE - 
(FREELIST, EVDATA); 
KINDS - 
(THRU, ARRIVE, SERVICE); 
LINK - CELL; 
EVENTRECORD - RECORD 
LPTR, RPTR: LINK; 
EVENT: KINDS; 
TIME, TBEGIN: REAL; 
SERVERNUM: INTEGER; 
END; 
CELL - RECORD 
CASE FLAG: USAGE OF 
FREELIST: (NEXT: LINK); 
EVDATA: (EVCELL: EVENTRECORD); 
END; 
b. In Procedures Section 
Procedure COLLECT and CREATE (see page 28) must 
be written before the procedure INITIAL and one 
must make sure the variable HEAD, the head of 
Free List is assigned to NIL in the initializa- 
tion.  In procedure ADDFILE, procedure CREATE 
is called instead of procedure NEW. 
c. In Main Program Section 
After the current event notices 
EVENTNOW :- BASE t.FPTR; 
have been disposed and removed from the event 
list, the procedure COLLECT is called, if the 
current event is not identical to the dummy 
head which does not allow its deletion. 
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3. Using Binary Tree Algorithm 
The changes required in the program to implement 
the Binary Tree algorithm are minor.  The Procedure 
DELETE, described in Section 3.2, must be added, and the 
Procedure INSERT, also described in Section 3.2, with few 
changes which are illustrated below must also be added. 
PROCEDURE DELETE (VAR P: LINK); 
VAR 
FATHER: LINK; 
BEGIN 
FATHER :- ROOT; 
P :- ROOTt.EVCELL.LPTR; 
WHILE Pt .EVCELL.LPTR* NIL DO 
BEGIN 
IF (P t.EVCELL.LPTR f.EVCELL.LPTR - NIL) THEN 
FATHER l"  P; 
P :- Pt.EVCELL.LPTR; 
END; 
IF (P t .EVCELL.RPTR - NIL) 
THEN 
FATHER t.EVCELL.LPTR :- NIL 
ELSE 
FATHER t.EVCELL.LPTR :- P? .EVCELL.RPTR; 
END (* DELETE *); 
The last changes required to the program is the initiali- 
zation of the actural root to allow for the maintenance 
of the virtual root of the event list. The alterations 
are shown below. 
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PROCEDUR INITIAL; 
VAR 
I: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
HEAD :- NIL: 
CREATE (ROOT); 
WITH ROOTf , EVCELL DO 
BEGIN 
FLAG :- EVDATA; 
LPTR :- NIL; 
RPTR :- NIL; 
EVENT :- ARRIVE; 
TIME :- MAXINT; 
SERVERNUM :- 0; 
END; 
E. Result 
In order to investigate the behavior of the system, 
the attributes of the first fifty events and the result 
of the simulation are listed in Appendix B. 
The use of the Free List results in a significant 
reduction in the number of calls to Procedure NEW. 
With the implementation of Free List in this problem, 
the number of calls to Procedure NEW goes down to 143 
calls, whereas, it was 1570 calls without using Free 
List. 
4.3 Example 3 - The Telephone System 
A. Problem Statement 
Fig. 12 illustrates the example of a simple telephone 
system. The system has a number of telephones (only the 
first eight are shown), connected to a switchboard by 
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lines. The switchboard has a number of links which can 
be used to connect any two lines, subject to the con- 
dition that only one connection at a time can be made 
to each line. It will be assumed that the system is a 
lost call system, that is any call that cannot be con- 
nected at the time it arrives is immediately abandoned. 
A call may be lost because the called party is engaged, 
in which case the call is said to be a busy call; or it 
may be lost because no link is available, in which case 
it is said to be a block call. 
LINES 
£^1- 
y ' J 'o £_ 
LINKS 
-gar., ■,.,,- ..1 
T^H- 
i  ! 
i i 
Fig. 12. Simple Telephone System 
The current state of the system, shown above, is 
that line 2 is connected to line S, and line 4 is con- 
nected to line 7. 
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B. Objective 
The object of the example is to process a given 
number of calls and determine: 
1. What proportion are successfully completed 
calls. 
2. What proportion are blocked calls. 
3. What proportion are busy calls. 
C. Procedure Description 
The general flow of control during the execution of 
the telephone system is illustrated in Fig. 13. Shown 
at the top of the figure is the task of generating the 
model, which is executed once. At the bottom is the re- 
port generation task which is also executed once at the 
end of the simulation carrying out the simulation model 
involves interactive execution of five steps. They 
are: 
1. Load the next potential event. 
2. Select an activity. 
3. Test if the event can be executed 
4. Reset the system state. 
5. Collect statistics. 
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Fig. 13. Flow Chart of Telephone System 
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In this example we assume that a call is abandoned if it 
cannot be immediately connected. However, when a test 
shows that an event can not be executed, the event will 
wait for conditions to become favorable for its execution. 
The model must then arrange for the delayed event to 
appear at some future time when conditions have changed. 
D. Program 
Using the idea of example 2, the telephone system 
was programmed by both linear list algorithm and tree 
algorithm. The listing of the program is contained in 
Appendix C. 
E. Result 
The result of the program execution follows: 
• INFORMATION ON THE INPUT CARD 
NO. OF LINES 50 
MEAN CALL INTERVAL 12 
MEAN CALL LENGTH 120 
NUMBER OF CALL 1000 
THE SUMMARY REPORT FOR THE TELEPHONE SYSTEM 
CLOCK TIME 11368 
CALLS COMPLETED 678 
BUSY CALLS 238 
BLOCKED CALLS 84 
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5.  CONCLUSION 
This thesis has shown that PASCAL is fully capable 
of supporting discrete event simulation. This support 
is achievable since the language contains the following 
features: 
a. Data structures - PASCAL allows the programmer to 
define data structures and thus permits tailor- 
made representations of events. 
b. Maintenance of the event list - since POINTERS 
are available when the PASCAL procedure NEW is 
called, an efficient event scheduling algorithm 
for a specific model can be constructed; since 
PASCAL procedures may be recursive, the problem 
of maintaining an event list is simplified. 
Program modularity - PASCAL allows the user to 
define new types of terms of other types in 01 
to support the modular development of a simu- 
order 
ri< 
lation model. 
In general, the doubly linked list algorithm pro- 
vides a fractional advantage mainly in cases where the 
scheduling overhead is unimportant. Otherwise, the 
binary tree algorithm presented in this thesis could 
successfully replace it for a significant reduction of 
time spent in scanning the event list. The use of the 
Free List has exhibited excellent performance in the re- 
scheduling of disposed memory space. Adapting the Free 
List concept to a program is an easy mechanical process, 
and it is completely independent of the data structure of 
the event list. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROGRAM FOR QUEUING SYSTEM 
PROGRAM SINGL1UE(OUTPUT)t 
CONST 
MAXUNIT » 100C: 
TYPE 
KIND a 
CARRIVALt OEPARTURAL* EHPTY): 
EVENT » RECORD 
EVKINOl KINOI 
TIMEI REAL! 
END: 
VAR 
EVENTl, EVENT?I EVENTS 
QLSNGTH, UNITI INTEGEPS 
QSUNI ARRAY tC..TQl OF *EAL! 
TNCW, UTLSUHI REAL! 
conEt KINO: 
STATUS! BOOLEAN: 
FUNCTION   RANCOHI   REAL: 
S*TERNS 
FUNCTIOK   RANOOMCEN(EVKINOl   KINO)«   REALt 
3EGIN 
CASE EVKIKD OF 
ARRIVAL! 
RANCONGEN I* - 1.5 • LMFANOO"): 
OEDARTUFAL! 
R4N0OHGEN l» - 1 / 3 • L MRANPQH 
): 
END 
EKO (•RANDGMGEN»): 
PROCECURE INITIALS 
VAR 
I! INTEGER: 
3EGIh 
*V5NTl.EVKTNO I* OE°ARTURAL! 
EVENTLTIHE   l«   O.g: 
EVcNT2.EVKXN0   is  ARRIVALS 
EVENT?.*l*e    l«   RANOO«GENfARRIVAL) : 
QLEKGTH   I*   0: 
*CR  I   I*   0   TC   ?Q   00  QSUKtll   l«   0! 
UTLSUN   ««  0.0:       TNOM   t«   3.3: 
UMT i» o: 
END   !•   INITIAL   ♦) : 
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PS0CECU3E ARRIVE: 
VAC 
INCRSCEMENTI REAL! 
9EGJN 
UHtlLENGTMl    l»   QSUMtOLEHGTM]    ♦   ( 
EVENT2.TIME  -  TNOM)J 
ST.TuPENT?-TIHES TNOM I IF TA 
THEN 
BEGIN   <*   EMPTY   SERVICE   FACILITY   •) 
STATUS   is FALSE: 
INCBECEMENT   ta  RANDOMGEMt 
OEPARTURAL)t 
EiENTl.TlME   I*  TNOM   ♦ 
tNCRECEMENTt 
UTLSUH   i«  UTLSUH   ♦  INCREC-HENTX 
END 
ELSE  QLENGTH   Is   QLENGTH   ♦   it 
tVENT2.fl*E   la  RANDONGEM(ARRIVAL)    ♦ 
TNOM: 
END (♦ ARRIVAL THE SERVICE FACILITY ♦ ) t 
PROCEDURE DEPARTS 
VAC 
INCRECEMENTI   REAL: 
9EGIK 
UNIT   Is   UNIT   ♦   11 
QSUHCQLENGTH   ♦   11   Is  QSUMtQLENGTH   ♦   11 ♦   (EVENT1.TIHE   -  TNOM)I 
TNOM   1=   EVENT1.TIMES 
Z*   CLENGTH  »   0 
fHEN 
BEGIN 
STATUS is TRUE: 
(♦EMPTY SERVICE*) 
COOE is EMPTY: 
END 
ELSE m 9EGIN 
« 
QLENGTH   I*  QLENGTH  -   i« 
INCRECEMEhT   is RANQOMGENf 
OEPARTURAL)! 
EVENTl.TlME   la TNOM   ♦ 
INCRECEMENT: 
UTLSUM ia tfLSUH ♦ INCRECEHENTI 
ENO: 
NO   (•  DEPART  SYSTEM  •) I 
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°ROOECURE   EVENTCONTRCLlVA»  EVTY»t   KlKtl t 
3EGIN 
IF   1EVTVP  <>   EHPTY)   ANO   tEVEMl.TI*E 
<«  EVENT2.TIME) 
THEN EVTYP   l«   EVENTI.EVKINO 
ELSE SVTTP   l«   EVENT?.EVKlNrt 
CASE EVTVF  OP 
ARRIVAL,   kApTYt   ARRIVEt 
END 
ENO   (•  EVENT  CONTROLLER  »lt 
PttOCECURE  REPORT: 
VAR 
TOTAL,   TEMPt   REAL? 
I,   N,  K,   3LANKSt   INTEGEPt 
9EGIN 
»AGECOUTP'm t        MRITELNt        TOTAL   •«   Ot 
FOR  I   la   0  TO   30   00 
TOTAL   l=   TOTAL   ♦  I   *   OSUHCIlt 
UANKS   t»   20t 
HRITEC=*=l   GLANKS, 
=  PERCENT  UTILIZATION  OF   SERVICE   FACILITY  »= 
It 
MRITELNCUTLSUH   /   TN0M1   5t   2): 
MRITELNt 
MRITgf=»=l   BLANKS, 
= AVERAGE TIME PER UNIT SPENT IN SYSTEM     ■= 
>: 
MRITELNC(TOTAL   ♦   UTLSUN)   /  UNIT!   51   2, 
= HOURS.=>: 
HRlfELNt        MRITELNt        MRITEt=   =1   <»0> t 
MRxT^LN( 
=T  QUEUE   LENGTH  VS.   PECENTAGE   »5M 
PCR  I   tM  TO   2C   00 
FE3IN 
N   t>  RCUN0(QSUHCI1   /   TOTAL  •   100 
>   ♦   It 
WRITE(r   =t_3LANKS,   =   LENGTH   =,   I 
FOR  K   U'l'TO  N   00   WPTTEC=»=)t 
MRITELNt        MRITELNt 
ENH   !• REPORT   ♦)t 
"NH   (♦REPORT*)T 
BEGIN f*«AIN*1 
STATUS !« TRU^t   COOE t« EMPT*t 
iNlTIALt 
MHILE UNJT <* HAXUNTT 00 
EVEKTSCNTRCL(CCCE)t 
REFORTt 
ENO (•HAIN»>. 
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PERCENT UTILIZATION OF SERVICE FACILITY ■ C.69 
AVERAGE TIME PER UNIT SPENT IN SYSTEM   ■ 1.31 HOURS. 
f QUEUE LENGTH VS. PECENTAGE ) 
LEKGTH 3 »•••♦•••#••••♦••♦••• 
LENGTH  1 ••••♦••••• 
LENGTH  2 •♦•••••• 
LEKGTH  3 **♦•• 
LENGTH U   *••• 
LEKGTH 5 ••• 
LENGTH 6 •* 
LENGTH  7 •• 
LEKGTH  6 •• 
LENGTH  9 •• 
LENGTH 10 * 
LEKGTH 11 • 
LEKGTH 12 * 
LENGTH 13 * 
LEKGTH It. • 
LEKGTH 15 • 
LENGTH 16 * 
LEKGTH 17 • 
LEKGTH ie • 
LENGTH 1? * 
LEKGTH 20 • 
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APPENDIX B 
PROGRAM FOR CONVEYOR SYSTEM 
Doubly Linked Lists With Free List 
PROGR/M CCNVEYCOUTPUTIt 
CONST 
MAXTINE   »   1008 DELAY  a  It 
RjTE.   *   C.2f: 
STATION »  *: 
TYoe 
PERSON * 0..STATION: 
USAGE * 
(FREELIST, EVOATAM 
KINDS * (THRU, ARRIVE, SERVICE)t 
LINK « ♦ CELL: 
EVENTRECORC * RECCRO 
PPTR, BPTRt LINKt iri-.f O»»IKI inM
EVENT I KINQSt 
TIKE, T9EGINI REAL* 
SERVERNUHl INTEGERt 
ENOS 
CEIL a RECORD 
CASE FLAG I USAGE OP 
FREELISTl CNEXTl LINK)t 
EVOATAl (cVCELLt EVENTRECORO 
IX 
ENO: 
VAR 
9USYI   ARRAY   C1..51   OF   SQOLEANt 
Tli 12, TNOHI  REAL: 
UNITS I   INTEGER: 
TEMPT,   BASE.  HEAD,   REAR,   EVNOWl  LI*K: 
SERVlCEUHEl   ARRAY   tl..STATION)  OF  REAL? 
PROCECURE  COLLECT(PTI   LINK*: 
9EGIh 
PT*.FLAG   is   FREELIST: 
PTt.NEXT   is   HEAO:        HEAO   I*   PT: 
END   (♦COLLECT*); 
PROCEDURE CREATE(VAR  FTl   LINK): 
BEGIN 
HEAO   »  EASE       THEN NEH 
ELSE 
eEGlN 
PT   la HEAr: 
HEAD ia HEAO^.NEXT: 
END: 
ENO   i1 ►  CREATE •It 
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OROCECUPE INITIAL » 
VAR 
It INTEGER: 
SEGJJ 
HI3ASE) I       HEAO   !« 9AS?t CREATECPEAP1t 
HlfH gEARt,   EVCELL  00 
FLAG   l«  EVOATAX        *FTP   l«  REARI 
6PTR   l»  REARt       EVENT   l«   ARPlVEt 
TIME   l«   0.3?        SE'VERKLM   I.   OX 
ENO? 
TNOM   is   Q.9:        UNITS   l«   It 
TTNSYS   l«   Ct 
FCR  I   li   1  TO  f   00   RUSYtll   l«   FALSE? 
FOR  I   l«   1  TO   I  00 
SERVlCETIMEtll   I*  0.0? 
FCR   I   ta   1  TC   1C   00   MRITELNt 
MRITffr   =1   20,   rUNlTS   N0. = »   =   =1   7, 
5ARRIVAL   IV ' I . TtMEzl ?
HKAI;(:   rt   7f   rLEAVxnu    ii?-cr»* 
WRIT§LN(=  =1   7,   rSERVER   N0.=>? 
P£B  t »»   1   TO  70   00   WRIT£(=*=>? 
WRITELN?       MRITELN? 
ENO   f*     INITIAL   ♦>? 
FUNCTION   RANDOM I  REAL? 
iXTERN? 
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ePOCECUR!  AOOFILEfTlKENEXTl   REAL:   EV«lNOl 
<IKOST  HI   INTEGER): 
VAC 
NcHEVENT, GUIOEt LINK: 
9EGIK 
IF   EVKI*0 »   SERVICE   THEN 
SERVICETINEtM   l« SERVICETIHECM) 
TIHENEXT  -  TNOW 
CREATSCNEVEVENTM 
WITH  NEHEVENT*  DO 
9SGIN 
FLAG   l«  EVOATAt 
HITH  EVCELL  DO 
BEGIN 
TIME   Is TIMENEXT: 
EVENT   Is EVKINO: 
TBEGIH   is   TNOW: 
SERVERNUM   t«   Mt 
ENO I* WITH »M 
END: GUIOE   I' REAR: REPEAT 
GUIOE l« GUing».cVrELL.2°TR: 
II ,s* NEHEVENT*tEVCELL.TINE: T2  t*  GUIOE*.EVCELL.TIME: 
UNTIL Tl   >  T2: 
lEVENT t.EVCEl 
.PPTR: 
NEM * EVC LL.FPTR I* GUICE«.£VCELL 
NEMEVENT*.EVCELL.9PTR la GUICEl 
GUlO£*.EVCFLL.FPTR».EVCELL.9PTR is 
NEHEVENT: 
GUloI*.EVCELL.FPTR is NEMEVENTI 
ENO !♦ ADO  A  NEK EVENT TO PILE •) I 
PROCECUPE RANF(NI INTEGER): 
*CRTRAN: 
PROCECURE ARRIVAL: 
VAP 
TSPENTI REAL: 
9EGIK 
IHE 
IF NOT gusvtii 
T N 
BEGIN f» SERVIQE 9EGIN •) 
 !YC1 
»ENT 
IFILI 
l): 
IUS 11   la  TRUE: 
SPEN   I*  -   0.5  •  LNCRANCCM)I 
MOPI ECTNOM   ♦ TSPENT, SERVICE* 
ENO 
cLSLI-     FV£h  TO  NEXT  SERVER     •) ACOFILECTNOW ♦ BELAY, TH*U, ?»: 
TNOK is TNOM ♦ RATE: 
AOOFILEfTNOM, ARRIVE. 0): 
ENO f» ARRIVAL •): 
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PTOCECURE   MORKJ^Ol 
VAR 
Nl  INTEGER: 
BEGIN 
WITH EVNOW».EVCEU   00 
6EGIN 
N t» SERVERNUM: 
IF UNITS <» 103 
THEN 
3EGIN 
WnE(:  =1   20,   UNITSl   6, 
z   =1   7,    CTBr6XN   -   !N  - 
1)   •  OELAV) t   ft   J)J 
KRITELN<=   =t   12.   TI*EI   fll 
3,   =   =1   12,   SE°VERNUMl 
3)» 
MRITELN: 
ENO* 
aUSjtSERVERNUHl   l=   FALSE* 
UNITS    la   UNITS   ♦   It 
TINSVS   Is  TINSYS   ♦   CTIME   - 
TPEGIN   ♦   (N  -   1)   •   OELAY)t 
ENOt 
END   (♦SERVICE  •»S 
PROCECURE THROUGH: 
VAR 
Ni INTEGER: 
SPENT* REAL: 
BEGIh 
N i* SVNOM^.EVCELL.SE^VERNUH: 
IF   NCf   9USYCN) 
THEN 
5EGIN 
BUSYCN)  i» TRUE: 
SPENT   is   -   0.5  ♦  LNCRANOC*): 
AO0FILE(TN0H   ♦ SPENT,   SERVICE.   N 
ENO 
ELSE 
EEGIN 
U   IN   *   STATION) 
THEN 
AOOFILc(TNOM   ♦   CSTATICK  ♦ 
DELAY)f   ARRIVE,   0) 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
N   l»  N   ♦  1: 
AOOFILE(TNOM ♦ 1, THRU, N) 
SNO: 
ENO C* THROUGH*): 
ENO (♦ THROUGH*): 
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PROCECURE REPOFT: 
VAR It  INTEGER: 
SUMI REAL: 
3EGIK 
HRITELNt        MRITHLNt 
WRITELM5  =t   2Ct   =•♦•  THERE   ARE  =t 
UNITSl   bt 
= ITEMS  HAVE   BEEN  SE*V£Q.=>: 
MR If EL Nt 
HRITfLNCE  =1   20, 
=•**   AVERAdf  TIHE   PER   ITEM  SP*NT   IN  SVSTEN   r 
,   flNSYS   /   UNITSt   8l   3)J 
MRITELNt        HRITELNJ        SUM   t*   O.Ot 
FOR I   la   1   TO   5  00 
SU1   l=  SUN   ♦  SERVICETIMECIlt 
FCR  I   l»   1  TO   5  00 
ecGIN 
WRITE<=   =1   20t   =FOR  SERVER  NO.r, 
1'THE   TOTAL   WORKING  TIHE   l=, 
SERVlCETIHEtlll   8l   3. 
=   ,   AND  THE OEPCENTAGE  «=, 
SERVICETlHEm   /   SUHl   81   3) I 
MRITELK* 
ENOt 
ENO (* REPORT*): 
95r»IN C*CCNVEY»> 
INITIAL: 
REPEAT 
EWNOH la REAPt.EVCELL.FPTR: 
HITH EVNOW».EVCELL 00 
EEGIN 
CASE   „, 
THRUI THROUGH: 
J EVENT   OF 
ARRIVE!   ARRIVAL: 
SERVICE!   MORKIMG: 
ENO   C»CASE»»I 
ENO   f»HTHMt 
IF   cVNCM   <>   REAR   THEN 
REAS'.EVCELL.FPTR   ta   EVNCW*. 
EVCELL.FPTR: 
TEMPT    l»   EVNOH».EVnlTLL.FFTR: 
TEMPT♦.EVCELL.BPTP   l»  REAR: 
COLLECTtEVNONM 
ENO: 
UNTIL   REARt.cVCELL.FOT^.EVCELL.TIME  >■ 
MAXTIME: 
REFORT: 
ENO (*CONVEY») . 
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UNITS   MO. ARRIVAL TIME     LEAVING  TIP? SERVER MO. 
1 0 0.498                 1 
2 3.500 0.950                 1 
3 1.000 1.423                 1 
4 1.500 1.524                 1 
5 0.500 1.873                 2 
6 1.750 1.878                  1 
7 1.50C 2.790                 ? 
8 2.000 3.136                 1 
q 3.250 3.75?                 1 
10 1.250 3.790                   f 
11 2.500 4.160                  2 
12 4.000 4.357                 1 
13 3.750 5.770                  ? 
14 3.000 6.009                  3 
15 3.50P 6.709                  4 
16 4.750 6.903                  * 
17 5.000 7.0*7                  2 
18 4.50G 7.115                  t 
19 7.250 7.266                 1 
20 5.50C 7.702                  3 
21 7.500 8.042                  1 
22 4.500 8.?98                  4 
23 6.000 8.355                  3 
2* 4.000 8.768                  5 
25 8.25? 9.0 23                  1 
26 7.000 9.1*3                  3 
27 9.250 9.43*                  1 
28 7.50C 9.511                  ? 
29 6.00C 9.720                  4 
30 6.500 19.15*5                  2 
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31 8.25C 13.265 * 
32 9.50C 10.609 1 
33 7.530 1C.68% 4 
3% 6.750 10.861 5 
35 10.COO 11.227 2 
36 9.000 11.539 t 
37 10.500 11.755 2 
38 8.750 12.198 4 
39 11.250 12.518 2 
40 9.530 12.646 4 
41 10.750 12.800 1 
42 13.500 12.879 j 
43 12.00C 14.238 2 
44 13.030 14.366 1 
45 11.750 14*496 "9 
46 14.50C 14.513 1 
47 13.500 14.555 2 
46 11.250 14.690 4 
49 12.750 14.93? 
50 14.750 15.065 1 
THSRS  ARE 179  ITEMS HAVE  BEEN  SERVED. 
AVERAGE TIME   PER  ITEM SPENT   IN  SVSTEH   IS 2.361 
SERVER  NO.     1 THE TOTAL  *0©KING  11*5   « 28.830 ScRVER NO.     2  THE  TOTAC   WORKING   Ting   I 18.795 
SERVER  NO.     3  THE  TOTAL   WORKING  TINE   t 16.052 
SERVER  NO.     k THE   TOTAL   WORKING   TINE   t 12.910 
SERVER NO.     5 THE TOTAL  WORKING TINE   t 11.908 
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Binary Tree With Fr«« List 
PROGRIM  CCNVEY(OUTPUT)t 
T 
A*TIHE  *   lQi SLAY   «  It 
TflflOK ■   it 
CONS
H fc 100t 
O
R 
S 
TYPE 
PERSON   «   O..STATICNt 
USAGE   s (FRESLIST,   EVDATAM 
KINOS   * (THRU,   ARRIVE,   SERVICE)t 
LIKK  *   ♦ CELLt 
EVENTRSCORC  *   RECCRO 
CELL   *  RECORD 
*Si 
fPTAi  Kp.I?*I-LlNK t 
S 
END? 
TIME,   T9EGINI   <?EALt 
ERVERNUMl   INTEGER 
CA E   FLAG!   USAGE  OF 
FREEUISTt   (NEVT1   LINKM 
EVOATAt   (EVCcLLt   EwEKTRECORO )t 
ENOt 
VAR 
9USYI ARRAY C1..51 OF eOOLEANt 
Tl.   T2,   TNQHI   PEALt 
UNITS!   INTEGERt 
TEFPT.   HfAO,   FOOT,   EVNOWI   LINKt 
TIKSYSt  SEALt 
SERVICETIMEI   ARRAY   tL.STATICNl   OF  REAL! 
CR0CECU9E  INSERT(NOOEt   Pi   LINK!t 
WITH  MCOtNEVCELL   00 
IF TTM€   <«  Pt.EVCELL.TIME 
THEN 
eEGlN 
IF CRPTR « NIL) 
THEN RPTR t» P 
ELSE INSERTCRPTR, O): 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
IF LPTR * NIL 
THEN I LPTR t» P 
ELSE INSERTCLPTP, *) t 
ENOt 
ENC C*INSERT*) t 
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PROCEDURE COLLECTIPT I LINK)I 
9 EG IK 
PT».FLAG l« FFEELISTJ 
PT».NEXT l* HEAOt   HEAO l« PT1 
ENH (•COLLECT*)? 
PROCECURE CREATECVA* PTl LINK)! 
3EGIK 
IF   HEAD   «  NIL       THEN  N£M(PT,   EVCATA) 
ELSE 3EGIN 
PT i* HEAD; 
HEAO   t«  HEAO^.NEXTt 
END (•CREATE •)? 
PROCEDURE OELETE(VAP Pt LINK)t 
VAR 
FATHERI   LINK! 
9EGIK 
FATHER   l« ROOTS 
P   la RCOT».EVCELL.LPTRt 
WHILE  Pt.EvCELL.LPTR  <>  NIL  CO 
QEGIN 
IF   (P*.EVCELL.LPTR*.EVCELL.LPTR 
>   N|C) 
THEN FATHER   l»  Pt 
P   l»   P».EVCELL.LPTRt 
ENDt 
IF   (P*,EVCELL.fiPTR *  NIL) 
THEK  FATHER♦,EVCELL.LPT»   l«  NIL 
ELSE 
FATHERvEVCELL.LPTR   I*   P»,EVCELL. 
RPTRS 
ENO   (»   DELETE*); 
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PROCEDURE  INITIAL X 
VAR 
It   INTEGER* 
9EGIK 
HEAO  I*  NIL:       CR£AT£(ROOTi: 
WITH ROOT*.   EVCELL   C<5 
BEGIN 
FLAG   l»   EVOATAI        LPTP   l«  NILt 
RPTR   •«   NILt       EVENT   !■  ARRIVEt 
TIME   l»   HAXTIME   ♦   ">% 
SERVERNUH   t*  OS 
ENOt 
UNITS   l«   It 
00   BUSYCIJ   t*  FALSE: 
TNOh   ts   0.0?       I 
TINSYS   t»  oj 
FCP j   l»   1  TO   5 
FOR  I   l«   1  TO   §  00 
SERVICSTIHEUI   I*  0«0« 
^CR   I   la   1  TO   10   00  NRITELNJ 
WRITffr   =t   20,   zUNITS   N0.= ,   =   =1   7, 
=ARRIVAL   TIME=)1 
WRITEJI  =t  7t   ELEAVING TiME=M 
WRlTfLN(f  =<  7.   rSERVER  NO.=)t 
FciPl   ?»=1   TO  70   00  MRITEC=*=>: 
MRITcLNt        MRITELN! 
END   C*     INITIAL   »)J 
FUNCTION   RANDOMt   REALt 
EXTERN: 
PROCEDURE   ADOFILE!TlMENE*Tt   REAL:   EVKlNOt 
•ciKOs: ^t INTEGER)* 
VAR 
PVICETIHEtHl 
NEMEVENTl LINKt 
3EGI* 
IF   EVKINO »   SERVICE  TH 
SSWICETXHECM   l* S 
TIMENEXT  -  TNOW* 
CREATE(NEkEVENT): 
WITH N£WEVENT*   00 
' FLAG   i» EVOATAt 
MlTh  EVCELL   00 
BEGIN 
RPTR   I*  N 
LPTR   t«  N 
WE   I- T    ...   _ 
EVENT   t« gVKINO: 
TaEGlN t* TNOu: 
ScRVERNUH tr Mt 
ENO !• KITH •): 
5N0t 
INSERT fPOOT, NEMEVENT): 
ENO (• AOO  A  NEK EVENT TO FILE •»: 
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PROCEOURE RANF(NL INTEGER): 
FCRTRAN: 
PROCECURE ARRIVAL: 
VAF 
TSPENTI REAL: 
% 
BEGIN 
*F   NOT   BUSYtll 
iHEN 
SEGIN   (•   SERVICE  BEGIN  •) 
BUSYtll   la   TRUE! 
TSPENT   f  -   0.5  ♦ LNCRANCCMi: 
ADDFILEtTNOM   ♦ TSPENT,  SERVICE, 
l)t 
ELS?   !•     PL CM  TC  NEXT  SERVE©     •> 
AODFILE(TNOM  ♦   OELAY.   THRU,   21t 
TNOM   la   TNON   ♦  RATE: 
AODFILctTNOH,   ARRIVE,   0)t 
ENO   (»   ARRIVAL   ♦)J 
PROCEDURE WORKING! 
VAR 
Nt   INTEGER! 
BEGIN 
WITH EVNOtit.EVCELL   00 
BEGIN 
N   Is   SERVERNUNt 
IF  UNITS  <»   50 THEN 
5EGIN 
WRITE(r   =1   2C.   UNITS!   6, 
=   =1   7,   (T6EGIN   -   (N  - 
II   •  OELAYf t   8t   *> t 
WRITELNCr   = 1   12,   TI*Et   41 
3.   =  = l   12,   SEPVERNU*! 
3»: 
MRITELN: 
END: 
BUSYtSERVERNUNl la FALSE: 
UNITS I* UNITS ♦ It 
TINSYS la TINSYS ♦ (TI>«E - 
TBEGIN ♦ CN - 1) • CEL*Y>: 
SNO: 
ENC (»§ERVICE •>: 
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PROCEDURE THROUGH} 
VAR 
NI INTEGER: 
SPEKTt REAL: 
9EGIN 
N   l» EVNOWt.EVCELL.SERVERNWt 
IF   NCf   euSYtNl 
THEN 
6EGIN 
eUSYCNl l« TRUE* 
SPENT I* - 0.5 • LNCRAMK"): 
AOOFILECTNOM ♦ SPENT, SERVICE, N 
>: 
END 
IF W   * STATION) 
THEN 
AOOFILE(TNOW ♦ (STATIC!* • 
OELAY), ARRIVE, Of 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
N is N ♦ It 
AOCFILEITNOW ¥   1, THRU, N> 
ENOt 
END (♦ THROUGH*!: 
ENC (• THROUGH*M 
PROCEDURE REPORT: 
VA«» 
II INTEGER: 
SUMi RE*L: 
3EGIN 
HRITELN:  HRITELN: 
MRfTELN(= =1 20, =••• THERE ARE =, 
ygn*r*« __^ JMS HAVE BEEN SERVEO.=>: 
HRITECN: 
MRITELN(= = 1 20, 
AVERAGE TIHr PER ITEH SPENT IN SYSTEM = 
, TINSYS / UNITSI 8t 3)t 
MRITELNt   MRITELNt   SUH t» O.CI 
FCR I la t TO 5 00 
SUM I* SUM ♦ SERVICETIMECI1: 
FOR  I   l'   1  TO   !  00 
eEGIN 
HRITEIr   =t   20,   =FOR  SSPVER  NO.r, 
It   3t 
I   THE   TOTAL   MQPKI»IG TIPS   t = , 
SERVXCETIH*CXlt   8t   T. 
=   ,   ANC   Jhl PERCENTAGE  «=, 
SFRVICETIHEtll   /   SU*t   ?l   Jit 
MRITELNt 
ENO: 
END   (»  REPORT*) : 
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:GIN (*CCNVEY») 
IN'TIALt        AOOFILECTMOH,   A°RIVEf   0) t REPEAT 
OELETECEVNOMM 
MITH EVNOMt.EVCELL 00 
BEGIN 
CA! .  ,._ 
THRU I   THRpt       , ARRIVE!   ARRIVALt 
' SE   gVENT   OF. 
SERVICE I  WORKING: 
EMO   (♦CASE'It 
ENO   (♦WITH*); 
IF   gtfNCM   <>   R0CT 
THEN COLLECT(EVNOW)T 
UNTIL EVNOV^.EVCELL.TI^E >« HAXTIPST 
REPORT: 
ENO (•CONVEY*). 
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APPENDIX C 
PROGRAM FOR TELEPHONE SYSTEM 
Doubly Linked Lists 
FROGRIM TELEPHOMINPUTt   OUTPUT) t 
CONST 
HAXLINES * ICO! 
TVPC 8Tfi  »   ♦ NOTICEt 
NCTICE  a  RECORO 
&FROH,   NTO,   TEND!   INTEGER: 
FPTR,   SPTRt  PT«?t 
ENOt 
TEST   *  ARRAY  t1..HAXLINES1   OF   «»QOLEAN: 
VAR 
LIKES.   NAXLIMCS,   AVEINTERVAL.   AVELENGTH. 
TOfALCALL,  TENC,   SUM,   CURPENTUSE,   TNOW 
.   TARRIVE,   8USVNUH,   COMPLE?EKU", 
iLOCKNUHt INTEGER: 
^REE,   6USV1   BOOLEANt 
STATUSl   TEST* 
REAR,   SVNONt   °TRI 
:TOl CHAR: 
PROCECURE INITIAL: 
VAR 
It INTEGER: 
"BEGIN   (*     READ   INPUT   DATA   CARO     M 
REAOU.INES.   KAXLINKS,   AVEINTERVAL* 
AVELENGTH.   TOTALCALL,   VETO: 
FCR I  la l TO 10 go NRITELN: 
WRITELNCT   =t   10t   rNO.   OP   LIKES =, 
LINES I: 
WRITELNCjj   =1   10,   =M£AN  CALL   INTERVALS 
AVcINfERVADt 
HRITELNCE  =1   10f   rHEAN  CALL  LENGTH        = 
•   AVELENGTH): 
MRITSLNfr   =1   10, 
ENtlMBER  OF  CALL = ,   TOTALCALL)I 
FOR  I   l«   1   TO   10   00  WRITELN: 
FREE,   la  TRUE:        9USV   ta   FALSE: 
NEHTRPAR t: 
(•GENERATE FIRST ARRIVAL •! 
WITH REAR* 00 
5EGIN 
F«TR ia REAR:  S°TR la REAR: 
NFRCH    la   C: NTO   la   Ot 
TENC la c: 
ENO: (*  CPEN »| CHcNNELS   •) r0R I la l fc LINES 00 
sTATusm i» FREE: 
CURRENTUSE ta o:   TARRIVE la - it 
8L0CKNUM la O:   CCHPLETENUM ta 0: 
3USYNUM ta Ot   SUM la Qt 
ENO (♦ INITIAL  »)t 
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FUNCTION  RANOOKI   REAL: 
EXTERN! 
PROCEDURE   3*NFfNt   INTEGER)! 
FCRTRAN: 
PROCECURE ARRIVEt 
VAR 
OEST, OPIGINAL, LENGTH I INTEGER: 
3EGIN C» UPDATE CLOCK •) 
TNOh t« TAFRIVEt 
(• CREAT A NEW CALL •) 
IF (LINES - CURRENTUSE • 2) > 2 THEM 
REPEAT 
ORIGINAL la TSUNCaiNES • RANOO' 
UNTIL STATUSCORIGINAL 1 * FREE? 
REPEAT 
OEST t* TRUNC(LINES * RANOOfl ♦ It 
UNTIL OEST <> ORIGINAL: 
LENGTH l» TRUNCC- AVELENGTH • L* ( 
RANOCM)): 
TARRIVE la TPUNCC- AVEINTERVAL • LNC 
RANDOM) ♦ TNCM): 
IF CURRENTUSE < MAXLINKS 
THf 
;IN 
THEI 
EN 
2EGL 
~ STATUSCOEST1 <> 3USY 
THEN 
CONNECT(ORIGINALt OEST, 
LENGTH) 
ELSE 
3EGIN 
SUM la SUM ♦ t: 
EUSYNUK 1= 5USVNUM ♦ 1! 
ENO 
ENO 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
6L0CKNUH Is eLOCKNUH ♦ It 
SUM la SUM ♦ II 
ENO 
ENO (• ARRIVE EVENT »): 
PROCECURE FINISH: 
3EGIN 
?NO"   I*   EVNO*».EVCELL.TENO: 
CCLLEOT(EVNOK): 
STATUStEVNOHt.EVCELL.NTOl    ta  FR£?| 
STATUStEVNOMt.EyCELL.NFROHl   la   *$EE» 
faMPLSTENUM    la   CCNPL€T£NUM   ♦   It 
CURRENTUSE   la   CURRENTUSE  -   H 
SUM   la   SUM   ♦   it 
ENO   (*   FINISH  ♦)! 
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FOQCSCURE CONNECT IFRC*X, TOY, OELAYl INTEGER 
> : 
VAR 
PT, GUIOEl PTRI 
STATUStTOY] I* SUStS   NEWf°T>: 
WITH PT» 00 
FTTM 
NFROK    l»   FROMXt        NTO   l«   TOTS 
TENO   l«   TNOM   ♦  DELAY: 
ENO  I*   WITH  •!t (*       FINO  THE   NODE   TO  8E  INSEPT     •) 
GUIDE   l*  REARS 
REPEAT  GUISE   is  GUIDE*.?PT9t 
UNTIL   PT*#TENO   >»  GUIOE».T£NC: (•     INSERTION     *) 
PTt.FPTR   I*   GUirE^.PPTRS 
PT»,8PTP   I*   GUIDE: 
GUIDE^.FPTRt.BPTR   Is  PTS 
GUlOl*.FPTR    la   PTJ 
END   f»  CONNECT   •> t 
FUNCTION   RANDOM!   REAL: 
EXTERN: 
PRQCECURE RANF(NI INTEGER): 
FCRTRAN: 
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FPCC^CURE REPORT: 
3EGIM 
WRITELNfr  =t 
TNOM)t 10,  ECLOCK TINE  I 
CALLS  CC"PLETEO=f 
10*   =BUSY  CALLS 
:t 
WRITELN: 
WRIT?LN(=   =1   If.   = 
CC"PLgT£NUHf5 
MRITELNS 
WRITELN(=  =« 
EUSYNUM)? 
MRITELNt 
MRITELNfr  =1   IP,   E6LOCKEO   CALLS   =. 
ELOCKKUM)t 
ENO   (♦REPORT*) : 
3EGIK   (»     *&lh  •) INITIAL: 
REPEAT 
EVNOH t» REAR+.FPTR: 
IF   CEWOWt.TEND   <»   TARRIVE) 
<>  REAP) 
THEN FINISH 
ELSE ARRIVE: 
UNTIL SUM * TOTAL CALL: 
REPORT: 
£NO (»TELEFMCN*). 
ANO (EVNO* 
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Binary Tree With Free List 
PROGRIM  TELEPHON(INPUTt   OUTPUT* t 
CONST 
MAXLINES  >   100t 
TYPE 
USAGES  * (FREELIST.   EVOATA) t 
PTR  a   ♦ CELLt 
MCTICE  »  RECORD 
NFROH,   NTO,   TENOl   INTEGERt 
LPTR,   RPTRt   PTRJ 
ENOt 
CELL   *  RECORD 
CASE   FLAG I   USAGES   OF 
FREELIST I   (NEXT I   »TR>t 
EVDftTAl   (EVCELLI   NCTICE): 
ENOt 
TEST   a   ARRAY   (1..MAXLINES 1   CF   BCOLEANI 
VAR 
i: 
EWNCMI   PTR! 
PROCEDURE INSERT(NODE, P« PTR): 
BEGIN 
HITH NCCE».EVCELL r  DO 
IF TENO  <■  P».EVCELL.TENO 
THEN 
BEGIN 
tin CRPTR  *  NIL) JN  RPTR   !»  P ELSE  INSERTfRPTR,   o). 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
IF   LPTF   *   NIL 
THEN  LPTR   l«  P 
ELSE  INSERTUPTS,   P) : 
ENDS 
ENO   (^INSERT*)I 
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PROCEOURE QELETSIVAR PI PTR)X 
VAR 
FATHERI PTRt 
3EGIN 
FATHER   !«  ROOTt 
P   l«  RCOTt.EVCELL.LPTRt 
WHILE  Pt.EVCELL.LPTR  <>  NIL   CO 
6S5IN 
IF   (Ft, •EVCELL.LPTPt.EVCELL.LPTR 
*   NIL) 
THEN  FATHER   •» Pt 
P   l»  Pt.EVCElL.LPTR! 
ENOt 
F   CPt.sVQZLL.RPTR  *   NIL) 
HEN. FJtHc9t.EVCELL.LPTR   l«  NIL 
ELSE 
FATHERt.EVCELL.LPTR   l»  Pt.EVCELL. 
RPTR! 
ENO   (•   OELETEMt 
PROCEOURE  CREATE(VAR  FTi   PTR): 
3EGIN 
IF HEAD » NIL 
THEN 
EE6IN 
NEH(°T.   EVOATAlt 
CALLNUH   i«   CAt 5 s LLSUM   t   It 
£NO 
ELSE „_ 
3E6IN 
PT   I*   HEAC; 
HEAO   Is   HEAOt.HEXT: 
ENO? 
ENO   (»CREATE»): 
PROCEDURE  COLLECTCPTI   PTR)t 
3EGIN 
PTt.FLAG   l=   FREELIST: 
PTt.NEXT   I*   HEAOt        HEAD   Is  PTJ 
END   C*COLLECT»)t 
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ea03cCU9E   INITIALt 
V AR 
it  INTEGER: 
3EGIN (•  READ INPUT OATA CARO  •) 
REAOCLINES, MAXLINKS, AVEINTERVAL, 
AVELENGTH, TOTALCALLt VETOIt 
HEAO t« NIL t 
FCR I l* 1 TO 10 00 MRITELNt 
MRITELNCr = 1 tOt rNO. OF LINES      =, 
WRITELN(= =1 10. =*EAN CALL LENGTH   = 
AVELENGTH)t • « vckC uini 
WRITELNfr =1 II m 
=NUH9ER OF CALL 
FCR I la 1 TO 10 00 MRITELNt 
ii N     =»   TOTALCALLIX 
FREE   la   TRUE:        BUSY   la   FALSE: 
CREATEJROgn t (♦GENERATE  FIRST  ARRIVAL  *1 
WITH ROCT*.EVCELL  00 
eEGIN 
L°TR   la   NIL!        RPTR   l»  NILt 
NFRQH   is   OS        NTO   Is   Ot 
TEND   Is   HiXINTT 
ENO: (*     CPEN CHEKNELS     "1 
FOR I !• 1 TO LINES DO 
SfATUSCI) 13 FREE? 
CURRENTUSE Is Ot   TARRIVE Is - it 
BLOCKNUH 13 o:   CONPL£TENUM H 31 
3USYNUM Is o;   SUM Is Ot 
ENO (• INITIAL  ♦>: 
PROCEDURE CONNECT(FROPX, TOY, OELAYt INTEGER 
VAR 
PT, GUIDE I PTRS 
3EGIK 
CURRENTUS* Is CURRENTUSE ♦ It 
STATUSCFRCNX1 Is 3USY? 
STATUStTOY) 13 BUSYt   CPEATECFTlt 
WITH PT» DO 
9EGIN 
FLAG Is EVOATAt 
MITH EVCELL DO 
3EGIN 
NFRCN is FROMXt 
NTC Is TOYt 
T?NO is TNOM ♦ OELAYt 
END !• MITH Mt 
INSERTCROOT, PT)t 
ENO (* CONNECT •)t 
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"UNCTION   RANOOMI   REAL* IS J  
e*TERNt 
PROCEDURE RANFIN1 INTEGER)* 
FCRTRAN: 
PROCECURE ARRIVE* 
VAR 
OEST, ORIGINAL, LcNGTHt INTEGER: 
3EGIK (• UPQATE CLOCK •) 
TNOM la TARRIVS: 
A (♦ CREAT NEW CALL •) 
IF <WZN£S - CURRENTUSE • 2) > 2 THEN 
ORIGINAL I" TRUNCCLINES • RANOOM 
UNTIL STATJItORIGINAll a FREE! 
REPEAT 
LENGTH l« TRUNCC- AVELENGTH • LM 
RANDOM))! 
TARRJVE l« TRUNCC- AVEINTERVAL • LNf 
RANOOH) ♦ TNCM)t 
IF CURRENTUSE < MAXLINKS 
THEN 
5EGIN 
IF STATUStOESTl <> BUSY 
THEN 
CONNECT(ORIGINAL, PEST, 
LENGTH) 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
SUN ta SUM ♦ It 
BUSYNUM la 9USYNUH ♦ 1* 
END 
END 
ELSE 
GEGIN 
9LOCKNUM   t*   eLOCKNUM   ♦   It 
SUM   la   SUM   «■   It 
END 
ENO   C»   ARRIVE   EVENT  •!t 
PROCEnuRE FINISH: 
9EGIN 
TNOM   ta  EVNON^.EVCELL.TENnt 
COLLECT(EWOW) t 
STATUStEVNOMt.EVCSU.NTOl    la  FRfEl STATUSCcVNOM».!vCSllLJlNF«>OMl   ta   **E£t CCMPLETENUM   la  COHPLETENUM   ♦  it 
CURRENTUSE   la CURRENTUSE  -  It 
SUN   ta  SUM   ♦   1? 
ENO   !•   FINISH   *>t 
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PROCEDURE REPORT: 
3EGIN 
HRITELNlr =l 10, =CLOCK TI«E t    = 
MRITELNt 
WRIT|LN(= =1 10. =CALLS COMPLETEOrt 
CCHPLETENUIlt 
MRITILNC= It 10, rEUSY CALLS     =, 
eusYMUM): 
HRlt|CN{=  =l   lOt   =eLOCKEO  CALLS  =f ECOCKNUM)t 
ENO   (»«SPORT»)t 
BEGIN  i»     MAIN   •) 
1L? 
DELETE(EVNOMlt 
IF   (SVNO¥»,EVCELL.TENO  <*   TARRIVE)   AND 
CE\/NOW  <>   RCOT) 
THEN  FINISH 
ELSE ARRIVE: 
UNTIL SUM * TOTALCALL: 
REPORT: 
ENO   l-TELSPHGNM. 
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